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In September 2016, the partners at Bone
McAllester Norton PLLC realized that an
increasing amount of client work coming
into the firm involved protected data.

P.03 Meet A Cyber
Criminal

Bone Law serves clients in industries such as banking,
financial services, and healthcare. Clients hire the firm
to handle intellectual property issues, mergers, and
acquisitions, or personal injury or wrongful death claims.
The firm also represents individuals and entities facing
criminal charges and other sensitive matters.

P.04 Welcome New Client

Case files from many of these clients contain Protected
Health Information (PHI) or Personally Identifiable
Information (PII), all of which must be protected by law
from unauthorized disclosure.

Milton Bartley

P.04 Calendar + Client
Comments

Further, federal agencies were stepping up their audits of
so-called “Business Associates,” or entities doing business

“With the compliance engagement,
we came to develop strong trust and
confidence in ImageQuest’s delivery
of services.”
– Vicki Scruggs, Chief Operating Officer,
Bone McAllester Norton PLLC.

with a regulated organization and having access to, storing
or transmitting the regulated entity’s protected data.
In other words, Bone Law saw a strong need to enact
stronger compliance policies due to its work with clients’
medical records, commercial loan transactions and other
financial and personal records. As a custodian of those
records, Bone Law needed to become fully in compliance
with HIPAA and other regulations.
“We felt we were at increasing risk for a compliance audit –
or worse, a compliance violation,” said Vicki L. Scruggs, Chief
Operating Officer at Bone McAllester Norton. “As one of our
practice areas is compliance, a violation or breach would be
highly detrimental to our firm.”

ABOUT OUR CLIENTS
Bone Law serves clients in
industries such as banking,
financial services, and
healthcare. Clients hire the
firm to handle intellectual
property issues, mergers,
and acquisitions, or personal
injury or wrongful death
claims.

Jay Mallory

www.bonelaw.com

Bone Law reached out to ImageQuest to get ahead of the
issue and became a Managed Compliance client.
continued on P.02
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Can We Make You Happier
with ImageQuest?
If you’re happy that you’re working with ImageQuest, we’d like to
make you happier!
Starting this month, we are adding to
our referral rewards program. If you
know of a business owner struggling
with technology issues – such as lots of
computer crashes, internet problems,
aging network – or someone worried
about their company’s cybersecurity,
consider making a referral to us.
If you can pave the way and get us a
face-to-face meeting, we will send you a
$100 Visa gift card.
All you have to do is to share your great
experience with the person having
problems and get their ok for us to call
them. Your recommendation should be
strong enough to get us a meeting.
This new reward is in addition to our
existing referral program. That program
rewards you if your referral becomes an
ImageQuest client. We pay $250 to you
or your favorite charity if the referral
becomes an ImageQuest IT Complianceas-a-Service client, and we pay $1,000 to
you or your favorite charity if the referral
becomes an ImageQuest Managed IT
services client.
Great leads can come from anyone, at
any time. We have a very high customer
satisfaction rate, posted on our home
page mid-way down. Customer comments
are also available to review (or see P4 of
this newsletter!)
We also have a number of Google 5-Star

continued from P.01
The arrangement included employee
training, updating policies and procedures,
conducting a risk assessment, and
providing Security Event management
(or real-time analysis of security alerts
generated by applications and network
hardware.)
In January 2017, Bone McAllester Norton
asked ImageQuest to take over managed
IT services to handle all aspects of the
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What is the best way to
backup our company’s
data?
We recommend you maintain
at least two backup sets
of your data. You should store one
backup locally, at your facility. This
backup allows you to recover a lost
file or two quickly – say when a
system crashes and erases unsaved
work, or a file becomes corrupted.

DO YOU KNOW A COMPANY
LOOKING FOR IT SUPPORT?
WHAT WOULD MAKE A GOOD
REFERRAL?
A great referral for us is a company in any
professional industry with at least 20
computers – or any organization with a
regulatory compliance standard they must
follow.

HOW DO I SUBMIT A LEAD?
You can submit your referral by emailing
us at leads@imagequest.com, or by
calling Milton Bartley or Jay Mallory at
888.979.2679. You can get more details at
https://www.imagequest.com/referralprogram/

You also should be backing up to a
remote, off-site facility, for times
when a disaster such as a fire or a
flood damage your main system, and
you need to restore your entire data
sets.
The remote backup can also help
you get back to work without paying
should ransomware lock up your
data. (Paying is never a good idea
anyway. You become a checking
account for crooks.)
Be sure you test your offsite backup
at least once a year to make sure
your business can restore from it.
Sometimes, funny things happen
and its best to discover problems
before you have a crisis.

Naturally, we think this should be easy
because if we have helped you solve a
lot of headaches, why not help us help
someone else?

You can also watch our video tip
on this topic, featuring our CEO,
Milton Bartley, at https://www.
imagequest.com/data-backupvideo/. We have a number of great
IT tips on our YouTube channel, too:
https://www.imagequest.com/
visit-our-youtube-channel/

firm’s technology – from email and servers
to network backup and monitoring and
vendor management.

facing potential compliance audits because
we know we have a comprehensive
approach, courtesy of ImageQuest.”

“With the compliance engagement
we came to develop strong trust and
confidence in ImageQuest’s delivery of
services,” Scruggs said. “It then just made
sense to partner further with ImageQuest
for Managed IT.

Since hiring ImageQuest, Bone Law has
enjoyed a seamless experience with its IT,
Scruggs said.

reviews, so you will be in great company
when you make this referral.

“Milton and his team have just been great
to work with – and we now have no fears in

“It seems like we hardly ever have any
issues with the day-to-day operation of our
firm’s network,” Scruggs said. “Milton and
his team have become valued partners for
us.”
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You really should “trustno1”
“Hello,” “jordan” - have you
seen the latest top 100 worst
“password1” list?
Compiled by SplashData, a
password management
application provider, the list
ranks the 100 most common
passwords breached last
year.
Lest you think this is all
“blahblah” and “whatever”
– we’re not ”monkey”-ing
around.
Simple passwords persist
because we’re human.
In the early days of
passwords, people used the easy stuff:
“letmein,” “123456”, “12341234”, “pass”, and
“qazwsx” (look at the left side of your keyboard.)
A few years later, we felt more “freedom” in
using our “password(s),” tying these pesky
secret codes to emotional moments, according
to the New York Times Magazine (“The Secret
Life of Passwords,” Nov. 19, 2014.)
There are other lists out there – chastising
people for using “momofg8kids,” “starwars” and

celebrity names, such as “sh1aLa8e0uf.” (Ask
your kid.)
These passwords are “incorrect” (ha ha, “your
password is incorrect”) because most
likely users of these passwords
talk about their great kids on
Facebook, how many times
they saw the Star Wars movie
or they’re following the
actor’s various fan sites.
Even Mark Zuckerberg had a
password get out there –
“dadada.” We hope he’s not
still using it.
So before you say “biteme”
(or worse, they’re
passwords on the list, too),
think about the criminals out there who can
hack passwords that have some resemblance to
words in a dictionary. They have tools that can
crack your code in seconds.
Instead, visit our YouTube channel for great
tips for best password management practices
and become a smart “cookie.” https://www.
imagequest.com/visit-our-youtube-channel/
View all 100 bad 2017 passwords: https://www.
imagequest.com/100-bad-2017-passwords/

Choosing the Right IT Partner for Your Law Firm
Does your firm work with regulated
clients? Is your firm serving as a
custodian of your clients’ data?

advantage to steal your best clients.
The American Bar Association’s Model Rules of
Professional Conduct requires attorneys to “keep
abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
including the benefits and risks associated
with relevant technology.”

After the headline-grabbing breaches of 2017,
the pressure is on - law
firms must step up their
This means, according to the
You can review it
cybersecurity practices.
ABA, “the days of attorneys being
here: https;//www.
technology troglodytes are over.”
If your firm represents
imagequest.com/
Not doing so could be an ethical
regulated industries, you
download-choosingviolation – in addition to putting
must follow the same
the-right-IT-partner
the firm at risk for fines.
federal information
protections laws that
Thus, outsourcing to a trusted
they do. And you must prove you are following
vendor who will manage all these issues is critical.
the law when facing a compliance audit.
We’ve put together a guide of traits you should
We can assure you that many of your
be looking for when seeking and hiring a great
competitors are taking compliance and security
partner for your firm’s technology, security
seriously and are using it as a competitive
and compliance needs.
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MEET A CYBER
CRIMINAL
Kerby Rigaud of Duluth,
Ga., pleaded guilty in
mid-March to charges
related to an email scam
run from April 2015 to
April 2016.
U.S. officials said
Rigaud, 27, served as a
key player in a $1 million
international business
email compromise scam.
Victims would receive
emails that appeared
to be from trusted
sources, including
banking representatives
and closing agents. The
emails directed victims
to wire money to specific
bank accounts.
Co-conspirators sent the
emails and sometimes
hacked into victim’s
email accounts. Or they
took steps to make the
email appear as if it
were sent by a trusted
source (“spoofed”) when
it really was sent from
a different account by a
malicious actor.
Rigaud recruited
numerous individuals
who agreed to let
him use their bank
accounts to receive
victims’ money. Rigaud
also directed others
on where to send the
money once collected,
including to financial
institutions in Asia.
Rigaud faces sentencing
on June 14.
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From Our Customers

OUR LIVE EVENTS

April 20

“Your
Biggest
Cybersecurity Threat is Hiding
in Plain Sight” panel moderator,
Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants (KYCPA) Spring
Business Conference, Louisville.

May 22

“Your team was prompt in handling the issue and answering our questions!
Thank you!”
“Great troubleshooting and follow-up! Thank you!”
“Tamika is always helpful and pleasant to talk to. Thanks, Tamika!”
“Wonderful assistance, thorough troubleshooting on a persistent Outlook
problem. Thank you!”
“Angela was extremely helpful, quick, knowledgeable and friendly
throughout the entire process of getting my issue resolved. She also sent
communication to the appropriate representatives of ImageQuest as well
as Studio Bank for awareness of this issue as well as ongoing monitoring …
Once again, a consistent “wow” experience from the ImageQuest team!”

“Ransomware, Inc.”
presentation, BKR International
Americas Regional Meeting,
Dominican Republic.

“DeMarcus, you are brilliant and taught me something new! Thank you!!”

June 7

“Awesome assistance removing a malicious email from company email
accounts. Thank you for looking out for us!”

“Thank you! Josh was great as always and solved a printer problem we’d had
in the past.”

“Ransomware, Inc.” presentation,
ARGI Financial, Louisville.

“Quick resolution on my Quickbooks issue – Thanks.”

WE’RE SPONSORING

“Brad was awesome of course.”

April 18

Louisville Chapter Kentucky
Medical Group Management
Association (LCKMGMA) monthly
luncheon.

“My experience was great because of Candice.”

Thank YOU to our clients who shared their positive feedback about our
help. We appreciate your sharing this feedback with us! You can read
more comments on our home page – just click on Read Client Comments.
If you are not having this experience with your Technology Vendor,
maybe you should give us a call!

WELCOME NEW CLIENT!
DNI Corp of Nashville is a direct
marketing agency that offers expert
communications services.
Founded in 1984, the company offers
clients a multi-channel delivery model
of print and electronic communications
services. This allows their clients to give
customers flexibility in how they receive
documents, such as bills, statements,
letters, and other transactional
communications.
DNI (online at dnicorp.com) offers
secure document archiving and sets up
portals on client websites to handle
payments and other communications.
DNI is also the largest USPS client

in Tennessee, offering intelligent
insertions and in-house pre-sort.
DNI handles statement processing for a
variety of regulated clients, and as such
takes security and confidentiality very
seriously. DNI chose to ImageQuest
to manage their IT infrastructure and
security because of ImageQuest’s SOC
2 certification and their reputation in
the market.

“Having ImageQuest take over our dayto-day IT infrastructure and network
operations frees us up to focus on
the customer-facing technology that
enables us to expand our business and
continually increase client engagement,”
Walker continued. “We know
ImageQuest will be right there with us
to promptly resolve any issues and keep
our systems running smoothly.”

“With ImageQuest on the team our
external auditors have a higher level
of comfort with our internal processes
and controls around data security,” said
Bill Walker, Chief Technology Officer at
DNI.
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